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In Chinese classical culture,undoubtedly,the culture of ancient bells is a very 
important part.Correspondingly,many papers and the works on Chinese ancient bells 
is also becoming a big landscape in academic circle.Although we already have many 
related achievements,it contains a huge discussion space in the culture of ancient 
bells.Therefore,I chose the culture communication of ancient bells as the research 
subject in this article. 
In this article,I explored the cultural origin and in-depth implication of the 
Chinese ancient bells’ culture from the angle of culture communication.Chinese 
ancient bells experienced the development process from the musical form to the 
ceremonial objects, the cultural identity of the bells is also changing.In order to clarify 
the complex process and phenomenon of the culture communication of ancient bells, I 
did the depth analysis about the culture of court chime bells,temple Buddhistic bells 
and civil bell towers from the starting point of the different communication 
context.The basic idea is ,combining with the different forms and functions of bells, 
describe cultural specialties of the bells in detail with the cultural communication 
context,and then explore the communicational significance of the ancient bells’ 
culture.and reveal the different cultural traits. 
The culture of court chime bells is divided into two chapters,limited to the 
time,bouded to the Qin Dynasty.The two chapters are “the Chimes Culture and 
Rite-music Communication in Pre-Qin Period” and “the Chimes Culture 
Communication After the Qin Dynasty”. The first chapter is mainly to investigate the 
generation of the chime bells,analyse the types,and introduce the rite-music system 
about the chime bells in the pre-Qin period.Its focus is Shi Jing,the representative 
anthology in pre-Qin period.The second chapter’s main content is to summarize the 
dating communication phenomenon of the chime bells since the Qin-Han dynasty,and 
have some sides of analysis to the development trend of the chime bells.I will look 
into the system in the differences of the attitude towards the court music between two 
dynasties,Tang and Song,and will carry on the explanation by analyzing the relations 















discourse power of communication by dialyzing the idea of “make the rite-music 
system after the establishment of dynasties” that the rulers of every dynasty in ancient 
China had. 
“Buddhist bells culture and the spread of Buddhism”,in this chapter,I move the 
communicational context into the Buddhist temple.First,I point out how Buddhism 
was introduced into China,and analyse the localization of Buddhism.The Buddhist 
bell is one of the important features that Buddhism was localized in China.Starting 
from the relations among religion,rite and music,I analyzed the relationship between 
Buddhist bells and Buddhist rite,and then showed the importance of Buddhist bells in 
the Buddhist culture’s communication.In the third part,I focus on the toll of Buddhist 
bell,and analyse the relation between Buddhist bell and Chinese literature(mainly 
dissect the toll imagery in the poetry),then,to explore the influence that the cultural 
communication of Buddhism had effect on the spiritual world of Chinese literati. 
The forth chapter is the cultural communication of bell-tower.Its context is 
extended into the whole traditional culture of Chinese society,and no longer limited to 
the ritual areas of Confucianism or Buddhism,but emphasize the communicational 
function of the bell as the cultural symbol.This chapter is divided into three parts.The 
first part is about the generation and development process of the bell-tower from the 
three different situations:palace,temple and city.In the second part,on studying the 
bell-tower of temple and city,I made a concrete analysis of the utility function of 
telling time or warning,and the symbolic function of New Year that the bells of 
bell-towers have.In the third part,the bell-tower of city became the starting point..This 
part included the relation between the bell-tower and urban architectural culture or the 
urban management system.Simultaneously,I try to compare Chinese and foreign  
urban bell-towers culture. 
The fifth chapter is different from other four chapters.In this chapter,the bell is 
not as a tool for voice,but a transmission media.The bell is the material carrier of 
“Ming”(inscription).”Ming” is the inevitable outcome of communication 
development.It reflects Chinese ancient simple communication thought.Based on the 
cultural communication function of the bell inscription,this part tried to further 
explore its cultural significance. 















on the ancient bells’ cultural communication have the value of literature and art.In the 
meantime,this part explored the significance of this research in the fields of 
communication and culturology,etc. 
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